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School website will be a good choice for Jordanian parents as well as other parents from different countries. This is due to the widespread of schools in Jordan and the increase of population and migration from other countries. Moreover, with the increase of awareness towards the education, the website idea was developed to make it easier for Jordanian parents as well as others to find the appropriate school for their children.

My website allow the user to find the appropriate school in different four ways. The first one showing all schools with their names and locations directly, so parents can directly click on each school for more information like (description, grade fees, transportation fees, facilities, school systems, location on the map and how to contact with the school for extra information). The second one is by finding a school by its name or location and in this case users who search for a certain school or a school in a certain location will find it easily. The third way will show a map that contains all schools in Jordan and users can view the locations of the schools and the distances between them and their home. By using the fourth method, the user can enter some information about his student (his grade, location, system and the need for transportation and the specification of school that he want (facilities, fees, rating, etc…)) and in one click the system brings for him all schools that may match his needs.